Festival Schedule

Schedule is subject to change. Check this page periodically for updated schedule information.

THURSDAY AUGUST 15

9:00am
Wake Up With PARMA: Coffee and Refreshments – Discover Portsmouth Center  Free and open to the public
8 Islington Street, Portsmouth, NH
Meet PARMA Staff, Musicians, and Attendees over espressos, lattes, and cappuccinos offered free of charge. Also serving as SCI Registration location.

11:00am - 12:30pm
Kickoff SCI Concert 1 – North Church  Free and open to the public
2 Congress St, Portsmouth, NH
Opening concert featuring keynote by PARMA CEO Bob Lord, Society of Composers Inc. composers and performers

Mac Ritchey
Robert Baker
Kenneth Benoit
Mark Phillips
Martin Gendelman
William Vollinger
Liviu Marinescu
Jeremy Yan Buskirk
Martin Schlumpf
Garrett Hecker
Jim Rhinehart

Opening Music
Nor Gates of Steel So Strong
Suite No.3 for piano
Viola Power
Reflejos
Whose Voice is Mine?
Quodlibet
The Noise He Used to Paint
Puzzle
Two Minutes Walking
After Dusk

piano
piano
viola
electric bass clarinet, electronics
tape
cello
electronics
bass clarinet, computer
cello, tape
flute